ACROSS
1  Is girl taken in by theologian suffering obloquy? (9)
6  Having HQ maybe in home counties – nasty to get round (5)
9  Little boy’s about 10 and in love (7)
10 Use these and fire comes to life – and roars (7)
11 Amusing daughter has a turn (5)
14 E? It’s a point (3)
15 A legal privilege to keep very quiet comes as a peace offering (11)
17 Troubled men care and rise to become paid fighters (11)
19 Vehicle needing endless attention (3)
20 Old soldier uses trick, ensnaring girl always (9)
22 Good girl, as seen in mirror (5)
24 Beast pope only half forgave (7)
26 Difficult task finally defeats metalworker (7)
27 Acting dame in retreat going to church (5)
28 Gym girl attracts desire, having good breeding (9)

DOWN
1  Some Parisian turning up after party drugged (5)
2  Extend home – talk freely about it (4,3)
3  Alert, stirred up, I had to fight back (9)
4  Think about opposing stand-in worker not arriving on time? (11)
5  Call American friend up (3)
6  A piece of cake maybe served up in wood (5)
7  Soldiers in division given somewhere to put stuff (7)
8  Show lack of respect for record set down by non-establishment figure (9)
13 Like a piece of literature that’s taken the wrong way (11)
14 Awfully docile and dim, put in a home (9)
16 Carefree midshipman leaving port behind? (4,5)
18 Managed to get rabbit in capital city (7)
19 Expert departed, discarding paper, making a noise (7)
21 County town publication placed in old hospital (5)
23 Bit of rubbish in hut – no more than a bit (5)
25 Short swim gets someone wet right away (3)

Solution 15,726

CLAMANT, TEMPEST, OTPH, HOLO, PETER, EPICUREAN, YHIO, OR, SCN, IDEALISED, TETRA, STHOAG, TREAT, PRINCIPLE, LEHAHAHA, HIMALAYAN, ELCID, E, E, B, EEA, AMONG, WOODNYMPH, VPRRTIAAC, ELISABETH, HOKUM, TNPSSAIEE, OVERHIT, MALARKY,